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Bakst L, Fleuriet J, Mustari MJ. Temporal dynamics of retinal
and extraretinal signals in the FEFsem during smooth pursuit eye
movements. J Neurophysiol 117: 1987–2003, 2017. First published
February 15, 2017; doi:10.1152/jn.00786.2016.—Neurons in the
smooth eye movement subregion of the frontal eye field (FEFsem) are
known to play an important role in voluntary smooth pursuit eye
movements. Underlying this function are projections to parietal and
prefrontal visual association areas and subcortical structures, all
known to play vital but differing roles in the execution of smooth
pursuit. Additionally, the FEFsem has been shown to carry a diverse
array of signals (e.g., eye velocity, acceleration, gain control). We
hypothesized that distinct subpopulations of FEFsem neurons sub-
serve these diverse functions and projections, and that the relative
weights of retinal and extraretinal signals could form the basis for
categorization of units. To investigate this, we used a step-ramp
tracking task with a target blink to determine the relative contributions
of retinal and extraretinal signals in individual FEFsem neurons
throughout pursuit. We found that the contributions of retinal and
extraretinal signals to neuronal activity and behavior change through-
out the time course of pursuit. A clustering algorithm revealed three
distinct neuronal subpopulations: cluster 1 was defined by a higher
sensitivity to eye velocity, acceleration, and retinal image motion;
cluster 2 had greater activity during blinks; and cluster 3 had signif-
icantly greater eye position sensitivity. We also performed a compar-
ison with a sample of medial superior temporal neurons to assess
similarities and differences between the two areas. Our results indicate
the utility of simple tests such as the target blink for parsing the
complex and multifaceted roles of cortical areas in behavior.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY The frontal eye field (FEF) is known to
play a critical role in volitional smooth pursuit, carrying a variety of
signals that are distributed throughout the brain. This study used a
novel application of a target blink task during step ramp tracking to
determine, in combination with a clustering algorithm, the relative
contributions of retinal and extraretinal signals to FEF activity and the
extent to which these contributions could form the basis for a cate-
gorization of neurons.

smooth pursuit; FEF; extraretinal; initiation

PRIMATES ARE EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD at tracking moving objects
with their eyes using smooth-pursuit eye movements. This
continual tracking supports high-acuity vision throughout the
duration of pursuit. These eye movements are the result of

complex processes, including prediction and anticipation, at-
tention, memory, motivation, gain control, and ultimately,
initiation and maintenance of eye movements themselves.

Initial sensory processing of incoming visual signals neces-
sary for smooth pursuit is primarily completed in the early
visual areas of the occipital and parietal lobes, whereas the
motor commands are mainly generated in the brainstem and
cerebellum. However, other cortical areas, including the
smooth eye movement subregion of the frontal eye field (FEF-
sem) and the medial superior temporal area (MST) are also
critical for accurate voluntary smooth pursuit eye movements
(see Lisberger et al. 1987 and Krauzlis 2004 for reviews).

Early studies showed that lesions of the FEFsem cause a
clear decrement in eye velocity and acceleration during smooth
pursuit (Lynch 1987; Morrow and Sharpe 1995). Complemen-
tary studies found that electrical stimulation of the FEFsem
evoked smooth eye movements even from fixation (Gottlieb et
al. 1993). Recent work has also demonstrated different signals
in the FEFsem that include eye velocity (Gottlieb et al. 1994;
Fukushima et al. 2000), eye acceleration (Tanaka and Fuku-
shima 1998; Ono and Mustari 2009), anticipation (MacAvoy et
al. 1991), prediction (Fukushima et al. 2002), visual motion
memory (Fukushima et al. 2011), retinal image motion (Fuku-
shima et al. 2000), gain control (Tanaka and Lisberger 2001,
2002), vestibular input (Fukushima et al. 2000), and potentially
even signals that peak at different times during the course of
pursuit (Schoppik et al. 2008; Li and Lisberger 2011).

Beyond the diversity of signals found in the FEFsem, there
are also a variety of anatomical connections. These include
projections to the nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis in the
brainstem (Künzle and Akert 1977; Brodal 1980; Giolli et al.
2001), the basal ganglia (Cui et al. 2003; Hikosaka and Wurtz
1989), the superior colliculus (Komatsu and Suzuki 1985), and
MST and middle temporal (MT) extrastriate areas (Lynch and
Tian 2006), among others. In this study, we hypothesized that
the diversity of signals and projections found in the FEFsem
are composed of subpopulations of neurons with distinct func-
tional and anatomical properties.

To investigate the existence of such subpopulations, we
sought to evaluate the relative contributions of retinal and
extraretinal signals in the activity of FEFsem. These relative
contributions could be informative as to the function of indi-
vidual neurons, as the importance of retinal input shifts over
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the course of pursuit. Initially, the retinal image motion occur-
ring before the onset of pursuit is the major drive for the pursuit
system (Lisberger et al. 1981; Lisberger and Westbrook 1985;
Tychsen and Lisberger 1986; Krauzlis and Lisberger 1994).
However, once the eyes have reached steady-state pursuit,
approaching unity gain, there is limited retinal motion, and the
main drive for pursuit is unlikely to be retinal signals (Lis-
berger et al. 1987; Nuding et al. 2008). The drive for ongoing
pursuit could instead be some combination of extraretinal
signals (e.g., visual motion memory or efference copy).

Because of the changing role of retinal signals during pursuit
initiation and maintenance, as well as evidence that the relative
weights of retinal and extraretinal signals for behavior are
dynamic (Bogadhi et al. 2013), we hypothesized that these
signals would be informative as to the likely function of
individual neurons. As an example, neurons involved in the
command to initiate pursuit would likely be more sensitive to
retinal input, whereas neurons involved in pursuit maintenance
would likely show a smaller contribution of retinal signals.

We used a simple target blink paradigm combined with a
clustering algorithm to measure the relative contributions of
retinal and extraretinal signals throughout pursuit and test for
the presence of distinct subpopulations of cells in FEFsem. Our
study demonstrates that the relative retinal and extraretinal
contributions to a given neuron’s activity are not necessarily
static. Indeed, many neurons show changing reliance on retinal
input throughout pursuit. Furthermore, the reliance of neuronal
activity on retinal signals over time, combined with other
easily measurable neuronal characteristics, can provide a sim-
ple and useful tool for neuronal classification. Clustering over
these variables allowed us to distinguish three clusters of
neurons: cluster 1 (C1) was defined by a higher sensitivity to
eye velocity, eye acceleration and retinal image motion; cluster
2 (C2) had a higher level of activity in response to target
blinks; whereas cluster 3 (C3) had greater eye position sensi-
tivity. We also examined a sample of MST neurons to assess
similarities and differences between these two interconnected
cortical areas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Surgical procedures. Behavioral and neuronal data were collected

from three normal rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) weighing
5.5–14 kg. Detailed descriptions of most surgical procedures can be
found in prior publications (Ono and Mustari 2010, 2012). Surgery
was performed under aseptic conditions using isoflurane anesthesia
(1.25–2.5%) to stereotaxically implant a titanium head stabilization
post and titanium recording chambers (Crist Instruments, Hagerstown,
MD). In a subsequent surgery, scleral search coils were implanted
underneath the conjunctiva of both eyes using the methodology
described by Judge et al. (1980). All surgical procedures were per-
formed in strict compliance with National Institutes of Health guide-
lines, and the protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of
Washington.

Data collection. During all experiments, monkeys were seated in a
primate chair (Crist Instruments) with their head stabilized in the
horizontal stereotaxic plane. Eye movements were detected and cali-
brated using standard electromagnetic methods (Fuchs and Robinson
1966) and precision hardware (CNC Electronics, Seattle, WA). Eye
and target position feedback signals were processed with antialiasing,
six-pole Bessel filters (200 Hz) before digitization at 1 kHz with
16-bit precision using CED-Power1401 hardware (Cambridge Elec-
tronic Designs, Cambridge, England). Velocity and acceleration data

were filtered using an 80-point finite impulse response (FIR) digital
filter with a passband of 50 Hz. Saccades were removed from smooth
pursuit traces using a manually overseen custom detection algorithm
in MatLab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The missing eye data was
replaced with a linear interpolation between the pre- and postsaccadic
regions of data.

Single-unit activity was recorded using modified commercial glass-
or epoxy-coated tungsten microelectrodes (Alpha-Omega, Alpharetta,
GA; Frederick-Haer Corporation, Brunswick, ME) with impedances
ranging from 0.5 to 5 M!. Spike2 software was used for data
acquisition and preliminary offline analyses, including spike sorting
(Cambridge Electronic Designs). The neuronal response was repre-
sented as a spike density function generated by convolving spike
times with a 5-ms Gaussian function (Richmond et al. 1987).

Localization of FEFsem and MST. We verified the location of our
neurons using functional criteria (e.g., response directionally tuned
during volitional smooth pursuit eye movements) and stereotaxic
location. Before surgery, magnetic resonance imaging (T-1 weighted,
fast spin-echo; Siemens 3T magnet) was used to localize the FEF and
MST. Recording chambers were then stereotaxically implanted with
centers at anterior 22, lateral 14 and tilted 10° laterally in the coronal
plane for FEF, and posterior 5, lateral 15 (tilt, 0°) for MST. The
locations were also verified using depth measurements taken from
microdrive readings while FEFsem or MST neurons were being
recorded. These corresponded to depths expected from each animal’s
MRI.

Behavioral paradigms. All visual stimuli were rear projected on a
tangent screen 57 cm away from the monkey, and were delivered
using computer-controlled two-axis mirror galvanometers (General
Scanning, Watertown, MA) and appropriate optic bench hardware.
Monkeys were trained to track a small-diameter target spot (0.2°;
produced by a red laser light emitting diode), moving in sinusoidal or
step-ramp trajectories (Rashbass 1961). Monkeys were also trained to
perform fixation and visually guided saccade tasks.

Neurons were first tested for response modulation during smooth
pursuit or saccadic eye movements. Neurons classified as saccade-
related were not included in this study. Neurons that responded during
pursuit of the target spot moving at low frequency (0.15–0.35 Hz)
were included. The neuronal activity was recorded while the target
moved in one of the eight cardinal directions, and the neurons were
ultimately tested using step-ramp motion in the preferred and anti-
preferred directions for the given neuron. The target moved at 7, 15,
and/or 30°/s, with an excursion of 15°.

Neurons were also tested with a target blink task (e.g., Newsome et
al. 1988; Tanaka and Fukushima 1998; Ono and Mustari 2006). In this
task, the target spot was extinguished for 150 ms during step-ramp
tracking, starting at various times after target motion onset (50, 100,
200, 300, 400, or 500 ms). Trials with and without blinks were
randomly interleaved. Well-trained monkeys show limited decrement
in eye velocity following target blink, and decrements were consistent
across blink times (Fig. 1 and 2). Due to isolation instability for some
cells, we were not always able to collect the same number of trials for
each blink. To ensure we collected data from both the early and late
periods, we prioritized collecting data from the 100-, 300-, and
500-ms blink times.

Data analysis. To quantify the behavioral blink responses, we used
parameters similar to those described by Bogadhi and colleagues
(2013). Briefly, we found the maximum eye velocity after the target
blink, in a window from 50 to 150 ms after the target blink. This was
designated V0. We then found the minimum eye velocity (Vmin) in the
150 ms after V0, which is equal to the length of the target blink. The
difference between V0 and Vmin is Vdrop. We also calculated the ratio
between blink and control eye velocities at the time of Vmin to assess
the relative difference in eye velocity. We also identified the eye
velocity 150 ms after V0 to look for any anticipatory eye acceleration
(V150). The difference between Vmin and V150 was designated Vant.
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We also calculated the ratio of blink to control at V150 to be able to
assess the relative differences in eye velocity.

Averaged data, taken from at least 10 trials, was used to calculate
neuronal and eye movement latencies. The times at which the neuro-
nal response and eye velocity exceeded three standard deviations
above baseline (the 100 ms before target motion onset) were desig-
nated the neuronal and eye movement latencies, respectively. The
overall latency was then expressed as the difference between eye and
neuron, such that negative values represent neurons that began re-
sponding before eye movement onset.

We also attempted to reconstruct the response profiles of neurons
using a combination of eye position (E), velocity (E=), and accelera-
tion (E"), as well as retinal position error (R) and velocity error (R=)
(Ono and Mustari, 2009). Retinal error parameters were calculated as
the difference between target and eye motion. The impulse in target
velocity due to differentiation of the step in target position at the
beginning of the trial was removed before its use in the model.
Additionally, target acceleration was set to 0°/s2, as the step in target
velocity results in no steady-state target acceleration. Retinal position
error (REP) was set equal to zero before the point at which the target
crossed the eye following the target step. The averaged data was used
to calculate coefficients in the following model:

FR!t" ! A " BE!t " #1" " CE'!t " #1" " DE ! !t " #1"
" GR!t " #2" " HR'!t " #2"

in which FR(t) represents the spike density function at time t, E(t)
denotes the eye position at time t, and coefficients are defined by terms
A–D, G, and H. Latency of unit activity is represented by both #1,
which is the unit response time with respect to pursuit onset, and #2,
which is the response with respect to target motion onset. Thus the
model attempts to account for the unit activity using a combination of
eye and retinal motion parameters. The coefficient of determination
(CD) was used to determine goodness of fit, and a series of #1 and #2
values were used to find the maximum CD (Ono et al. 2005).

Partial correlation (r) values were also calculated for each compo-
nent to estimate its relative contribution, while controlling for the
other parameters. All statistical tests used a significance value of 0.05
unless otherwise specified.

To quantify the relative contributions of retinal and extraretinal
components of unit activity, the blink task was utilized. The eye
velocity and firing rate were averaged over a 150-ms interval, delayed
60 ms from the onset of the blink to allow for visual processing delays
(Newsome et al. 1988; Tanaka and Fukushima 1998). This blink
average was compared with averages over the same interval for
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Fig. 1. Behavioral response to target blink. A: average eye movement traces for monkey F. The black trace represents control trials (n # 752) with no target blink,
and color traces represent different blink timings (n # 564, 924, 706, 820, 155, and 563, for 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 ms, respectively). Target motion
onset at 0 ms, and offset at 1,000 ms, as indicated by dotted lines. B: average eye movement traces for monkey T, same conventions as in A. Control trials (n #
921), blink trials (n # 603, 884, 591, 810, 363, 641). C: detailed view of the 100-ms average trace from B (red) alongside the control trace (black). Points used
for quantification of blink effects indicated by black squares. Target motion onset and offset indicated by dotted lines at 0 and 1,000 ms, blink onset at the solid
vertical line. D: same conventions as in C, but for trials with blink at 500 ms.
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control trials, and the difference was expressed as percent change.
Negative changes indicate that the unit was less active during the
blink than during control trials, whereas positive values indicate that
the cell increased its activity during the blink as compared with
control.

To assess the existence of subpopulations in our sample of neurons,
a k-means clustering algorithm was used. The following variables
were included as input for the algorithm: neuronal latency with
respect to eye movement onset, partial correlations from the multiple
linear regression, percent change due to early blink (50–100 ms after
target motion onset), and percent change due to late blink (300–500
ms). All input variables were normalized on a scale of 0 to 1. The gap
statistic (Tibshirani et al. 2001) was used to identify the appropriate
number of clusters. The lowest number of clusters with a positive gap
statistic is used as k; in our case k # 3.

RESULTS

Behavioral response to target blinks throughout step-ramp
tracking. We first assessed the behavioral response to target
blinks at different timings throughout step-ramp tracking. The
eye movements associated with the blinks differed slightly
between the three monkeys (B, F, and T), as shown in Fig. 1,
A and B for monkeys F and T. The preferred direction of the
neuron is plotted as positive. All animals had persistent, small
decrements in eye velocity following target blinks. To quantify
these decrements, four parameters were used: V0, Vmin, Vant,
and Vmax (Fig. 1, C and D; Bogadhi et al. 2013). The average
eye velocity in blink trials when it begins to deviate from
control trials is V0. Vmin is the minimum eye velocity occurring
after V0. The difference between Vmin and V0 represents the
magnitude of the behavioral effect of the target blink (Vdrop).
V150 is the eye velocity 150 ms after V0, which is the length of
the target blink, and the difference between Vmin and V150

(Vant) indicates whether there was any anticipatory eye accel-
eration. Vmax is the maximum eye velocity after Vmin.

Although there was some variability in behavior among
individual monkeys, the quantification revealed similar mag-
nitudes for the drop in eye velocity following the target blink
(Vdrop, Fig. 2A). Notably, Vdrop was relatively stable across all
blink timings, with the possible exception of a smaller velocity
decrement for early blinks beginning at 50 ms for monkey F,
and 100 ms for monkey B (Fig. 2A). For monkeys F and T, the
largest values of Vdrop were observed for blinks at 100 ms,
whereas for monkey B the largest value was at 200 ms. This
finding is especially important for the assessment of the neu-
ronal response to the target blinks. If there was a larger drop in
eye velocity for certain blink timings, it would be difficult to
differentiate the effects of the lack of visual input from those
due to decreased eye velocity.

Interestingly, the anticipatory eye acceleration (Vant) did
show a clear difference between earlier and later blink timings
across the three monkeys. Vant was greater for target blinks at
50 and 100 ms than for those at 200–500 ms, and the magni-
tude of this anticipatory behavior was remarkably consistent
across animals (Fig. 2B).

Beyond assessing the motor error by calculating Vdrop and
Vant, we also wanted to assess the relative effects of these eye
velocity changes. Therefore, we also calculated the ratio of eye
velocity between the blink and control trials at Vmin and V150
(Fig. 2, C and D). This ratio serves as a measure of the gain of
the eye velocity. By comparing the eye velocity following the
target blink to the eye velocity in control trials, we have a sense
for how close the eye movement is to what is expected. For
both Vmin and V150, we found that the ratio of blink to control
was much lower for early blinks than later blinks. For Vmin
(Fig. 2C), the ratio is smaller for the 50-ms blink, slightly
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Fig. 2. Quantification of behavior. A: magni-
tude of eye velocity drop following target
blink (Vdrop), according to time of blink onset.
Each line represents behavior from an individ-
ual monkey. Monkey B had 0, 364, 211, 345, 0,
and 107 trials for the 50, 100, 200, 300, 400,
and 500 ms blinks, respectively. Monkey F had
564, 918, 708, 823, 155, and 565 trials. Mon-
key T had 603, 884, 591, 810, 363, and 641
trials. Error bars are SE. B: same conventions
as in A, but for magnitude of anticipatory eye
velocity increase (Vant). C: ratio of minimum
eye velocity following target blink to control
(blink/control). D: ratio of anticipatory eye
velocity (blink/control).
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greater for the 100-ms blink, and then achieves a plateau level
between 0.82 and 0.97 for the other blink timings. For V150
(Fig. 2D), again the ratio is smaller for the 50-ms blink, and
nearly reaches plateau levels (0.88 to 1.00) by the 100-ms
blink. In other words, the effect of the target blink on the eye
velocity is stable but its influence on gain control is more
pronounced during the initiation of smooth pursuit.

Response of individual FEFsem neurons to target blinks
throughout step-ramp tracking. We included a total of 137
neurons recorded from the FEFsem of three monkeys for this
study (monkey B, n # 49; monkey F, n # 46; monkey T, n #
42). Only neurons that responded to tracking of a small-
diameter (0.2°) target spot during the step-ramp task were
included. Figure 3 illustrates the response of an example
FEFsem neuron during step-ramp tracking in its preferred
direction. Smooth pursuit begins 111 ms after target motion
onset, whereas the neuronal response begins 8 ms later, on
average (n # 28 trials, monkey T). During the acceleration
phase of the eye movement, the firing rate continuously in-
creases until it reaches a plateau, which corresponds to the
period of constant eye velocity. To assess the relative contri-
butions of retinal and extraretinal components of activity in
individual FEFsem neurons, target blinks were delivered and
the colored bars indicate the timing of these target blinks used
across portions of pursuit behavior that have different amounts
of retinal image motion (Fig. 3, gray-shaded region).

These blinks consisted of the extinction of the target for 150
ms and occurred at different times after target motion onset
(50, 100, 200, 300, 400, or 500 ms). Example target and eye
position traces during trials when the target was extinguished at
100 ms can be seen in Fig. 4A (n # 21 trials). The missing
region of the dashed line shows the time at which the target
was blinked. Four representative FEFsem neurons are also
shown to illustrate the range of blink responses (Fig. 4, B–E).
Both of the neurons in Fig. 4, B and C (monkeys T and F,
respectively) show less neuronal activity during blink trials
(thick black line; n # 21 and 17, respectively) than control
trials (gray-shaded region; n # 28 and 52, P # 0.001 and P #

0.003, respectively) with recovery of control level activity
before reappearance of visual feedback. However, the neuron
shown in Fig. 4D (monkey F) shows minimal difference
between blink (n # 32) and control (n # 25, P # 0.44) trials,
whereas the neuron in Fig. 4E (monkey F) shows a marked
increase in firing rate in response to the target blink (n # 27)
compared with the control (n # 26, P $ 0.001).

To quantify these responses, the average firing rate over an
interval equal to the length of the target blink, but delayed 60
ms to allow for visual processing delays, was used (indicated
by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 4, B–E). The blink response
is given as a percent change in neuronal activity during blink
trials compared with control, with negative values indicating
less activity in blink trials than control. The four neurons had
blink responses of %20%, %40%, %4%, and &30%, respec-
tively (Fig. 4F).

In addition to the variation in blink responses observed
across neurons, individual neurons also have changing blink
responses across time. One representative FEFsem neuron is
shown in Fig. 5. The eye velocity traces (colored lines in Fig.
5A, top; monkey F) indicate the behavioral response to target
blinks at different times throughout the trial. The average
neuronal activity for this unit during blink trials (colored lines
in Fig. 5A, bottom) is shown compared with control activity
(gray-shaded region; Fig. 5A, bottom). The red and orange
lines, which represent activity during trials with early target
blinks (50 and 100 ms, respectively), show the only notable
deviation from control activity levels during their respective
target blinks.

Using the same quantification procedure as in Fig. 4F, blink
responses were calculated for this neuron for each blink timing,
as shown in Fig. 5B. To compare this neuron’s blink responses
during periods of pursuit with high and low retinal image
motion, the blink times were grouped into “early” (50 and 100
ms target blinks) and “late” (300, 400, and 500 ms target
blinks) categories. The 200-ms time point was excluded be-
cause it often fell during the transitional period of high to low
retinal image motion and during the transition from the initi-
ation to the maintenance phase of behavior (Fig. 3). The blink
responses during early and late timings were significantly
different (Student’s t-test P $ 0.001; n # 26 early trials, n #
42 late trials).

The change in blink response over time is also visible across
trials (Fig. 5C). Here, blink timing with respect to movement
onset is compared with the firing rate following the blink as
normalized by control levels of activity. This comparison
shows increased neuronal activity as the blink is delivered later
in the trial, as fit by the line: normalized FR # 0.0011(blink
time) & 0.7436. Again, collapsing the trials into early and late
categories (Fig. 5D) shows that this neuron’s blink responses
change over time, and therefore, the contributions of retinal
and extraretinal input to its firing rate are not static.

As we have shown above, the eye velocity drop in response
to the blink is consistent throughout the pursuit. Determining
whether the more pronounced drop in neuronal activity ob-
served in response to early blinks is reflecting the eye velocity
gain mismatch or simply a lack of visual information leading to
this mismatch is more difficult.

The influence of eye velocity. Although we did not find a
greater drop in eye velocity following early blinks as compared
with late blinks in our behavioral analyses, we noticed that
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many neurons showed a change in blink response over time
(Fig. 5). To be sure that this was not due to greater deviations
in eye velocity during early blinks on some trials, we compared
the normalized firing rate with the normalized eye velocity in
both control and blink trials. We believed this to be a partic-

ularly useful comparison, because the maximum average drop
in eye velocity was only 3°/s (Fig. 2), so we were particularly
interested in the effects of smaller fluctuations. An example is
shown in Fig. 6 using data from the same neuron as shown in
Fig. 5. For control trials, we calculated the average firing rate
and eye velocity over 50-ms intervals on individual trials, and
normalized by the average for all control trials (n # 33; Fig. 6,
top). The color of the data points and the accompanying color
bar represent the timing of the interval. To get a full picture of
the neuron’s baseline sensitivity to eye velocity, we used
control trials in which the target moved at both 15°/s (n # 18;
circles) and 7°/s (n # 15; diamonds), and compared them to the
average at 15°/s. It is clear that although there is variability in
both firing rate and eye velocity, the two variables are
unrelated.

In comparison, the Fig. 6, bottom, shows all blink trials (n #
85). For these trials, we calculated the average firing rate and
eye velocity on individual trials over the 150-ms interval
delayed 60 ms from the blink onset, and normalized it by the
average during that interval for all control trials. The timing of
the blink is represented by the color of the data points and the
color bar at right. Initially, it seems as though the increase in
blink response is due to differences in eye velocity, but the
control data show that this neuron is not, in fact, sensitive to
eye velocity.

We tested 137 neurons for eye velocity sensitivity in control
trials at one pursuit speed and found that 122 (91%) showed the
same profile as the neuron in Fig. 6, whereas only 13 (9%)
exhibited eye velocity sensitivity. Only seven neurons were
tested with two speeds, but six (87%) of the neurons showed
similar profiles to those in Fig. 6, and one neuron (14%)
evinced eye velocity sensitivity. This supports the hypothesis
that the differences in blink responses over time are not
artifacts of deviations in eye velocity, but are the result of the
removal of retinal input itself.

FEFsem population response to target blinks throughout
step-ramp tracking. To assess the distribution of blink re-
sponses over time in a manner similar to that in prior studies
(Newsome et al. 1988; Tanaka and Fukushima 1998), we
divided the blink responses into 30%-wide bins and calculated
the percentage of neurons falling into each bin (Fig. 7A). Each
shade represents the findings from blink testing at a particular
time during step-ramp tracking. Consistent with previous work,
the majority of neurons (68.8%, 95% CI: 60.0–77.7) fell into
the %40 to %10 and %10 to &19 bins at all blink times. This
indicates the overall strong influence of extraretinal signals in
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Fig. 4. Representative examples of blink responses in FEFsem neurons. A:
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trace. B–E: each panel shows the average spike density function for control
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fication. B: control trials n # 28, blink trials n # 21, monkey T (B is same
neuron as in Fig. 3). C: control trials n # 52, blink trials n # 17, monkey F.
D: control trials n # 25, blink trials n # 32, monkey F. E: control trials n #
26, blink trials n # 27, monkey F. F: quantification of blink response for
neurons in B–E. Difference in firing rate within the interval is expressed as
percent change. Negative numbers indicate firing rates that are lower in blink
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the FEFsem. To probe whether there were any population-level
differences in the distributions of early and late blinks, we
grouped the data into early (50 and 100 ms) and late (300–500
ms) categories (Fig. 7B), and visualized them as in Fig. 7A.
Although it appears that more neurons fall into the lowest two
bins (less than %70 and %70 to %40) when tested early on,
there was no significant difference between the distributions of
early and late blink responses (Student’s t-test P # 0.71; n #
93 neurons tested with early blinks, n # 130 neurons tested
with late blinks).

Beyond the basic distribution of blink responses, we were
also interested in the predictive value of one blink timing for
another. In Fig. 7C, neuronal activity in response to early and
late blinks are compared. To do this, we calculated the average
normalized firing rate in response to early and late blinks for
each neuron, and performed a randomization test to determine
whether there was a significant difference between the early and
late responses. Neurons with significant differences are in black
(n # 41). A linear fit of the data revealed a significant positive

relationship (R2 # 0.231, P $ 0.001, late response # 0.338 (early
response) & 0.683).

Do FEFsem neurons fall into distinct subgroups? In previ-
ous work, neurons have been categorized into subgroups on the
basis of their activity’s relationship to various eye and visual
motion components (e.g., Ono et al. 2005). Most commonly,
this allows the description of FEFsem neurons as primarily eye
acceleration or eye velocity-sensitive, or not particularly sen-
sitive to either. However, it is evident from other work that
FEFsem activity includes signals beyond eye acceleration and
velocity (for some examples see Tanaka and Lisberger 2001;
Schoppik et al. 2008; and Fukushima et al. 2011). To expand
on this, we first used multiple linear regression modeling to
describe the sensitivity of the neurons to eye position, velocity,
and acceleration, as well as retinal position error and retinal
image motion. One representative example is shown in Fig. 8.
For each neuron, we estimated the contribution of each com-
ponent (top, colored lines), and used them to generate a model
fit for the data (bottom, dotted line). We used the coefficient of
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determination (CD) to determine goodness of fit (CD # 0.77
for this example). In this way, we were able to derive an
estimate of the neuronal sensitivity to each component, repre-
sented by the partial correlation (r).

We used these partial correlation results, combined with
neuronal latency, and the blink responses at early and late time
points as inputs to a k-means clustering algorithm to elucidate
whether distinct clusters were present within our sample. The
results of the k-means clustering can be seen in Fig. 9. To
determine the appropriate number of clusters for the algorithm
to use (the k in k-means), we used the gap statistic (Fig. 9, J
and K; Tibshirani et al. 2001). The lowest value of k for which
the gap statistic was positive was 3, indicating that we should
initialize the k-means algorithm with k # 3.

As the input to the k-means algorithm is essentially made up
of neurons represented as points in eight-dimensional space, it
is challenging to visualize the results. To that end, we have
plotted the cluster assignments for each variable separately:
eye position sensitivity, eye velocity sensitivity, eye accelera-
tion sensitivity, retinal position error sensitivity, and retinal

velocity error sensitivity, neuronal latency with respect to
movement onset, early blink response, late blink response (Fig.
9, A–H, respectively). Because the k-means algorithm does not
accept inputs with missing data, some neurons were excluded
from the analysis (n # 47 excluded neurons), but they are
present in the “All Data” plots (Fig. 9, A–H).

For the majority of the variables, the data appear to form a
continuum rather than separate clusters when inspected visu-
ally. However, a number of significant differences exist be-
tween the clusters. In terms of eye position sensitivity, all
clusters have significantly different sensitivities [Fig. 9A; P $
0.01 for all comparisons, means ' SE: C1 %0.31 (0.04), C2
0.002 (0.09), C3 0.42 (0.04)]. All clusters also have signifi-
cantly different velocity sensitivities [Fig. 9B, P $ 0.01; C1
0.55 (0.03), C2 0.20 (0.05), C3 0.39 (0.03)]. C1 has signifi-
cantly higher acceleration sensitivity than C2 or C3 [Fig. 9C,
P $ 0.001 for C1 comparisons, P # 0.76 for C2 compared
with C3; C1 0.266 (0.03), C2 0.023 (0.06), C3 0.04 (0.03)]. For
position error sensitivity, C3 is significantly less sensitive than
C1 or C2 [Fig. 9D, P $ 0.01 for C3 comparison, P # 0.47 for
C1 and C2; C1 %0.173 (0.04), C2 %0.117 (0.09), C3 %0.366
(0.03)]. In terms of velocity error sensitivity, C1 has a higher
sensitivity than C2 or C3 [Fig. 9E, P $ 0.001 for C1 compar-
isons, P # 0.23 for C2 and C3; C1 0.227 (0.02), C2 0.064
(0.03), C3 0.024 (0.02)]. In the case of neuronal latency, all
clusters are significantly different [Fig. 9F, P $ 0.01; C1
%22.6 (4.5), C2 39.6 (18.1), C3 17.4 (8.9)]. For the blinks, C2
has a significantly greater response than the other two clusters
for early blinks [Fig. 9G, P $ 0.001 for C2 comparisons, P #
0.61 for C1 and C3; C1 %17.7 (3.6), C2 55.8 (7.1), C3 %14.3
(5.6)] and late blinks [Fig. 9H, P $ 0.001 for C2 comparisons,
P # 0.38 for C1 and C3; C1 %7.7 (4.0), C2 %45.4 (7.7), C3
%12.8 (4.1)].

To show how these clusters are distinct from one another,
we have plotted the average normalized firing rate for each
cluster (Fig. 9I). Here, it is visible that C1 has a strong,
short-latency response that peaks and then decreases to a
plateau until pursuit ceases. C2 has a response that is a stable
plateau throughout the pursuit interval, although its lower
response level suggests that this group may have more variable
firing dynamics. In contrast, C3 has a longer latency response
that increases gradually to a higher plateau. The firing rate
begins to return to baseline much later in C3 than in either of
the other clusters.

Additionally, to illustrate the separation of the clusters, we
compared position sensitivity and late blink response in Fig.
9L. Here, it is clear that C1 and C3 have blink responses that
are largely less than or unchanged from control, whereas C2
neurons show a positive blink response. The fact that C2
differs from the other clusters in its blink response shows that
1) only a blink paradigm could have revealed them and 2) these
neurons share a common contribution to the lack of visual
information despite their different relationships to other eye
and visual motion parameters. C1 and C3 are differentiated by
their position sensitivity, which are positive and negative,
respectively. Although not all dimensions show this degree of
separation of the clusters, this example gives a sense of the
spread of the data and the separation of the clusters in multiple
dimensions.

Comparison with MST: distribution of population response.
Because FEFsem and MST are two of the major cortical
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contributors to volitional smooth pursuit eye movements, and
their strong reciprocal connections underlie a number of sim-
ilarities between the areas, we wanted to test whether recapit-
ulating these analyses on data from MST neurons would yield
the similar results. We included 51 neurons from MST in

monkey F. All included neurons responded to tracking of the
target spot during the step-ramp task in their preferred direc-
tion. To evaluate the distribution of blink responses over time,
we divided the blink responses into 30%-wide bins, as we did
for the FEFsem (Fig. 10A). Although there were fewer neurons
and only one monkey tested (n # 51), the distribution is similar
to that found in the FEFsem: most responses fall into the %10
to &19% bin. This indicates the strong presence of extraretinal
input in MST, as has been reported previously (Newsome et al.
1988; Ono et al. 2010).

To probe population-level differences in early and late
categories of blinks, we again grouped the data into early (100
ms) and late (300–500) categories (Fig. 10B). Although there
appears to be a larger proportion of neurons falling in the lower
bins when tested with early blinks, there was no significant
difference between the two distributions (P # 0.53, n # 28
neurons tested with early blinks, n # 49 neurons tested with
late blinks). To assess the relationship between early and late
blinks, data from neurons tested at both times were compared
(Fig. 10C, n # 28). Like in the FEFsem, there is a positive
relationship between the blink responses, although fewer neu-
rons show significant differences between their early and late
blink responses (n # 4). The line that best describes the
population relationship between early and late blinks is: late
response # 0.596(early response) & 0.412 (R2 # 0.73, P $
0.001).

Comparison with MST: distinct subgroups. To facilitate
comparison with the FEFsem results, we also used a k-means
clustering algorithm on the MST neurons. Because we had
only 28 neurons tested for early blink response, we excluded
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that variable from the analysis. We used neuronal latency,
partial correlation results (eye position, velocity, and acceler-
ation sensitivity, and retinal position and velocity error sensi-
tivity), as well as the late blink responses as input variables.
The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 11. We imposed
three clusters on the algorithm (k # 3) to allow for direct
comparisons between the two brain regions. The comparison of
number of clusters and within-cluster variance is shown in Fig.
11I.

As in the FEFsem, the clusters seem to form more of a
continuum than discrete clusters, but significant differences
were found. For neuronal latency, there was a significant
difference between C1 and C2 [P $ 0.01; means ' SE: C1 110
(16.2), C2 53.6 (10.1), C3 106.3 (62.1)]. All clusters showed
significant differences in their position sensitivity [P $ 0.001;
C1 0.39 (0.05), C2 0.11 (0.03), C3 %0.28 (0.13)]. Significant
differences were also found for velocity sensitivity [P $ 0.01;
C1 0.23 (0.04), C2 0.50 (0.02), C3 %0.09 (0.09)] as well as
acceleration sensitivity [P $ 0.01; C1 %0.07 (0.03), C2 %0.16
(0.01), C3 0.11 (0.04)]. No differences were found for position
error sensitivity [P ) 0.05; C1 %0.42 (0.03), C2 %0.38 (0.02),
C3 %0.37 (0.04)]. For velocity error sensitivity, only C2 was
found to be different than the others [P $ 0.05; C1 %0.05
(0.02), C2 0.11 (0.02), C3 0.02 (0.03)]. For the late blink
response, C3 was found to be significantly different [P $ 0.01;
C1 %3.9, (3.4), C2 %1.0 (2.2), C3 26.9 (16.3)].

To show the separation between the clusters, we have
plotted the average normalized firing rate for each cluster (Fig.
9H). Here, it is visible that C1 has a response that increases
gradually to a plateau that lasts the duration of pursuit. Much
like C2 for the FEFsem, the lower response level suggests
variability in the response dynamics. C2 has a response similar
to C1 in the FEFsem: a rapid increase, peak, and then a
decrease to a slightly lower level for the rest of pursuit. In
contrast, C3 seems to be a combination of the other two
clusters. It has a smaller early peak, followed by a plateau at a
higher level than C1.

To further illustrate the separation of the clusters, eye
velocity and acceleration sensitivity are compared in Fig. 11J.
There is a clear negative correlation between the two variables
[R2 # 0.421, P $ 0.001, eye acceleration sensitivity # %0.30
(eye velocity sensitivity) & 0.002)], which differs from the
relationship observed between these variables in the FEF
[R2 # 0.115, P $ 0.001, eye acceleration sensitivity # 0.34
(eye velocity sensitivity) – 0.02; data not shown]. For MST,
these three clusters represent progressively lower levels of
acceleration sensitivity and greater levels of velocity sensitiv-
ity. These clusters show some separation, but together they
seem to form more of a continuum than distinct subgroups.

Comparison with MST: direct comparison of variables. As a
final comparison between FEFsem and MST, we looked at the
distribution of values for each dimension used in the k-means
clustering algorithm (Fig. 12). The FEFsem had a significantly
lower neuronal latency than MST (Fig. 12A, P $ 0.001;
means ' SE, FEFsem 16.4 ' 5.9, n # 137; MST 87.9 ' 18.6,
n # 51). Although the distributions of eye position sensitivity
appear visually different in Fig. 12B, there was no significant
difference between FEFsem and MST (P # 0.08; FEFsem
0.038 ' 0.036; MST 0.151 ' 0.040). There was also no sig-
nificant difference between FEFsem and MST in terms of eye
velocity sensitivity (Fig. 12C, P # 0.23; FEFsem 0.391 '
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0.022; MST 0.340 ' 0.036). For eye acceleration sensitivity,
the FEFsem had significantly higher values than MST (Fig.
12D, P $ 0.001; FEFsem 0.116 ' 0.021; MST
%0.101 ' 0.017). The same was true for position error sensi-
tivity (Fig. 12E, P $ 0.001; FEF %0.204 ' 0.023; MST

%0.378 ' 0.019). There was also a significant difference be-
tween the velocity error sensitivity in FEFsem and MST (Fig.
12F, P # 0.03; FEFsem 0.107 ' 0.013; MST 0.057 ' 0.015).
For both early and late blink responses, there were no signif-
icant differences between FEFsem and MST (early blink: Fig.
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12G, P # 0.40, FEFsem %2.7 ' 4.5 n # 90, MST 5.7 ' 6.6;
late blink: Fig. 12H, P # 0.79, FEFsem %0.8 ' 3.0 n # 130,
MST 1.6 ' 3.2). In the discussion, we consider the relationship
of retinal and extraretinal signals to neuronal activity in both
the FEFsem and MST, and what it reveals about possible
subgroups within these neuronal populations.

DISCUSSION

The target blink has been previously used to test for the
presence of extraretinal components within neuronal activity.
However, it has not been established whether these relative
contributions of extraretinal and retinal signals are static over
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A–H: histograms of data from FEFsem (light
gray) and MST (dark gray). A: neuronal la-
tency with respect to eye movement onset.
FEFsem (n # 137) and MST (n # 51) are
significantly different (P $ 0.001). B: posi-
tion sensitivity from partial correlation. No
significant difference between FEFsem (n #
137) and MST (n # 51; P # 0.08). C:
velocity sensitivity. No significant difference
between FEFsem (n # 137) and MST (n #
51; P # 0.23). D: acceleration sensitivity.
FEFsem (n # 137) and MST (n # 51) are
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0.79).
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time within the neuronal responses. Bogadhi and colleagues
(2013) have indicated that the relative contributions of retinal
and extraretinal signals to pursuit behavior are likely dynami-
cally weighted over time, and there is also evidence of cogni-
tive influence on FEFsem neuronal responses (e.g., Fukushima
et al. 2011). Thus we sought to establish whether we could find
evidence of dynamic reweighting of these signals in FEFsem
activity. Moreover, the idea that these relative contributions
could be informative as to the function of individual neurons in
complex areas such as the FEFsem has not been tested. In this
study, we sought to characterize the relative weights of retinal
and extraretinal signals over time in a population of FEFsem
neurons. We then investigated whether these relative weights,
combined with other basic neuronal characteristics, could pro-
vide a basis for the functional categorization of neurons.

Behavioral response to target blinks. In earlier work, the eye
velocity of highly trained monkeys has been presumed to be
sufficiently accurate following target blinks to guarantee that
any deviations in neuronal activity are due to the lack of retinal
input as opposed to changes in eye velocity (Newsome et al.
1988; Heinen 1995; Tanaka and Fukushima 1998). This has
also been explored using “imaginary” targets and parafoveal
pursuit, which eliminate the drop in pursuit velocity that is
observed in a blink task (Ilg and Thier 2003). However, the
magnitude of the effect has not been directly investigated. In a
study in which human participants tracked a tilted bar that
translated horizontally, eye velocity did reliably change fol-
lowing the target blink. When the blink occurred late in the
trial, the drop in eye velocity was around 4°/s, on average.
However, when the blink occurred early in the trial, the drop in
eye velocity was only around 1.5°/s (Bogadhi et al. 2013). This
would suggest that the pursuit system as a whole has a
changing reliance on retinal input throughout the trial, with less
reliance on retinal input early on. This could potentially be due
to modulations of the gain of the visuomotor transformation
for smooth pursuit. Based on their results and previous work
on motion integration (Bogadhi et al. 2011; Montagnini et
al. 2007), the authors proposed a new closed-loop, two-stage
recurrent Bayesian model in which retinal and extraretinal
signals are dynamically weighted. A similar model has also
been proposed by Orban de Xivry and others (2013) to
explain how sensory and internal memory signals are com-
bined to produce both predictive and sensory-driven pursuit
characteristics.

Our results perhaps show a different finding than Bogadhi et
al. (2013) concerning the amount of eye velocity drop across
pursuit. The absolute eye velocity drop for the earliest blink
times seems to be similar to the drop at other times, whereas
the ratio of blink to control eye velocity is much lower early on
(Fig. 2). This indicates that in monkeys, the retinal input may
be playing a similar role throughout pursuit even though the
eye velocity drop ratio is smaller during acceleration. In
considering these discrepancies between humans and nonhu-
man primates, though, it is important to recognize the different
amounts of training the participants likely had. Nonhuman
primates undergo extensive training, and it is not clear the
extent to which this alters their behavior in the blink task
compared with untrained human participants.

On the other hand, we found a difference between early and
late blinks in terms of anticipatory eye acceleration. As we
used the same blink duration (150 ms) throughout all experi-

ments, the reappearance of the target was always equally
predictable irrespective of the time of blink onset. We saw
greater anticipatory eye acceleration in response to the early
blinks than the later blinks. This observation, contrary to what
we observed for the eye velocity drops, is in accordance with
results in humans, even in cases in which the duration of the
blink was not as predictable (Bogadhi et al. 2013). These
findings suggest that the contribution of extraretinal signals is
stronger or more effective for anticipatory eye acceleration
during pursuit initiation as compared with maintenance. Where
this is borne out in neural activity has yet to be identified.

These results that suggest the importance of retinal signals
early on are in keeping with the results of control systems
models (Robinson et al. 1986; Lisberger et al. 1987; Nuding et
al. 2008) and other experimental work (Lisberger et al. 1981;
Lisberger and Westbrook 1985; Tychsen and Lisberger 1986;
Krauzlis and Lisberger 1994) that show the central importance
of retinal image motion in the initiation of smooth pursuit eye
movements and achieving an appropriate gain state. Although
these models differ in their reliance on retinal parameters, both
the Robinson et al. (1986) model that uses extraretinal signals
and the Lisberger et al. (1987) model that relies exclusively on
retinal signals demonstrate the priority of retinal image motion
for the initiation of pursuit. In part, the explanation could lie in
the rapid conversion of the initial pulse of visual motion into a
movement command that includes an anticipatory component.

Although our results also suggest a stronger role for ex-
traretinal signals during initiation for functions like anticipa-
tion, it is worth noting that the context in which this occurs is
one with a high degree of predictability. In circumstances with
more complex scenes and motion, the utility of extraretinal
signals might be different than in this laboratory setting. Thus,
although the import of extraretinal signals in these behaviors is
evident, it is critical to acknowledge the context in which they
are generated. One could easily imagine changing weights for
retinal and extraretinal signals depending on the context of
predictability, as suggested before (Orban de Xivry et al.
2013).

Beyond a more detailed characterization of the behavioral
response to blinks, one important reason to carefully assess the
behavioral effects of target blinks is to ensure that changes in
neuronal activity are not due to larger deviations in eye
velocity at certain time points. We found that early blinks do
not induce larger absolute deviations in eye velocity than later
blinks, and the maximum difference between eye velocity
deviations across time points is only ~3°/s. Ergo, evidence of
changes in neuronal activity in response to target blinks are
likely not attributable to a substantial difference in eye
velocity.

Single neuron responses to target blinks. As has been shown
previously, neurons in the FEFsem are not entirely reliant on
retinal input, which indicates the presence of extraretinal sig-
nals in their activity (Tanaka and Fukushima 1998). However,
not all neurons in the FEFsem show the same relative contri-
butions from retinal and extraretinal input (Fig. 4). Although
some neurons show large contributions from retinal input, and
thus their firing rates decrease in response to a target blink,
others show almost no influence of retinal signals, barely
changing their firing rates at all. Indeed, some cells even show
an increase in activity in response to the target blink, indicating
reliance on retinal signals but in a way that generates a higher
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level of activity with the removal of retinal input. One could
imagine this population counterbalancing the lack of drive
from other neurons that decrease their firing rate in response to
the blink.

This diversity of responses likely reflects the variety of
signals and functions present in the FEFsem. Evidence of
signals related to eye velocity (Gottlieb et al. 1994; Fukushima
et al. 2000; Ilg and Thier 2008) and eye acceleration (Tanaka
and Fukushima 1998; Ono and Mustari 2009) are common, as
are those relating to the gain of the visuomotor transformation
(Tanaka and Lisberger 2001, 2002). Beyond this, there have
been reports indicating the presence of visual motion memory
and go/no-go cues (Fukushima et al. 2011), anticipation and
prediction (MacAvoy et al. 1991; Fukushima et al., 2002; Ilg
and Thier 2008), as well as vestibular and image motion
signals (Fukushima et al. 2000), likely among others.

The variety of blink responses found in the FEFsem exists
not just across neurons, but also within individual neurons over
time. We showed that the response to a target blink early on in
the step-ramp trial was significantly different than the response
later in the trial in some neurons (Fig. 5). In the representative
case illustrated here, the neuron exhibits a greater reliance on
retinal input during pursuit initiation than during maintenance.
This is interesting in view of the fact that though the absolute
deviation in eye velocity following target blinks is relatively
consistent across time, the discrepancy for eye velocity gain
between blink and control is greater earlier on. It is possible
that neurons like these play a role in this aspect of behavior,
though the population of neurons does not show the same
relationship.

In keeping with this, neurons such as these could be in-
volved in the initiation of pursuit, perhaps sending a driving
signal related to eye acceleration to the brainstem (Ono and
Mustari 2009). Because eye acceleration neurons typically
have neuronal activity that includes a sharp, transient peak that
begins before the onset of pursuit, and the remainder of this
neuron’s response profile is more of a flat plateau, it is also
possible that this class of neurons participates in eye acceler-
ation and some other function. Perhaps this class of neurons
participates in gain control (Tanaka and Lisberger 2001, 2002),
which would likely be dependent on incoming visual signals
early on and then dependent on ongoing eye movement signals
later. Although we cannot conclusively state the function(s) in
which the neuron plays a role, the combination of blink
response and other neuronal characteristics provides a useful
basis for making predictions about its role.

Distribution of blink responses and emergent clusters in
FEFsem. Our results show that the overall distribution of blink
responses in the FEFsem is similar to what has been described
previously: most neurons show little to no decrement in activ-
ity in response to target blinks (Tanaka and Fukushima 1998).
Although a greater percentage of neurons fell into the smallest
bins when tested early, there was no significant difference in
the overall distribution of blink responses between early and
late (Fig. 7). This is notable for two reasons. First, given what
we found at the individual neuron level, there might be some
expectation that testing early and late would provide different
distributions of responses. Second, given that the behavioral
results suggest that the system as a whole is relying on
changing weights of retinal and extraretinal signals, we ex-

pected to see a difference between the early and late blink
response distributions.

Although it is clear that some neurons have changing con-
tributions of retinal and extraretinal signals (Fig. 7C), overall,
the FEFsem maintains only a minimal reliance on retinal input
during both pursuit initiation and maintenance. However, this
does not necessarily mean that neurons in the FEFsem are not
underlying the differences in the eye velocity ratios described
above. It only means that the population level might not be
fine-grained enough to identify all of the relevant changes in
the FEFsem. Thus it seems to be the case that some neurons
show activity more closely linked to behavior, such as would
be expected of neurons involved in the driving signal for eye
acceleration or eye velocity, while activity of other neurons
does not mimic behavior quite as closely, as would be expected
of neurons involved in gain control, for instance. This finding
should be unsurprising given the wide variety of signals found
in the area. The challenge, then, is how to comb through and
group the neurons to ascertain meaningful results.

In an attempt to address this problem, we used a k-means
clustering algorithm to group the FEFsem neurons and assess
whether these groups relate to previously identified functions
(Fig. 9). We had the algorithm separate the neurons into three
clusters based on the gap statistic (Tibshirani et al. 2001). The
clusters separate as follows: the first cluster has significantly
shorter latencies, and is the most sensitive to eye velocity, eye
acceleration, and retinal image motion. Cluster 1 also shows
blink responses that range from no change to negative. The
second cluster has the longest latencies on average, and the
lowest eye velocity and acceleration sensitivities. This second
cluster is distinct in its response to target blinks: the blink
responses that were almost entirely positive for both early and
late timepoints. The third cluster has somewhat long latencies
as well, is quite sensitive to eye position, and has the most
negative sensitivities to position error. Cluster 3 also shows
minimal change in response to target blinks, on average.

These clusters have remarkably different characteristics, and
although the functions that they serve require further study, we
can begin to generate hypotheses about the likely roles these
clusters are playing. For instance, the second cluster’s constit-
uent neurons all increase their firing rates following the blink.
Given that the eye velocity is largely maintained and anticipa-
tory eye acceleration is also observed following target blinks,
the blink responses observed in cluster 2 are likely compen-
sating for the decrease in activity found in other neurons. These
neurons could be part of a network involving multiple areas
carrying extraretinal signals.

In contrast, the third cluster seems to possess signals related
to eye position and/or target offset. Its long latencies and lack
of change in activity in response to target blinks are in line with
this hypothesis. The first cluster seems to be involved in other
types of processing entirely. Its eye acceleration and velocity
sensitivities, combined with some reliance on retinal input as
evinced by the partial correlation and blink tests indicate that it
likely contains neurons that are involved in eye acceleration
during initiation and/or eye velocity during maintenance.
These neurons could be seen as part of a network integrating
retinal signals to produce adequate motor commands.

Comparison with MST. The distribution of blink responses
in MST closely resemble those found in the FEFsem (Fig. 10),
likely subserved by their strong reciprocal connections (Tian
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and Lynch 1996; Churchland and Lisberger 2005; Stanton et
al. 2005). These findings are also in agreement with what has
been shown previously for MST, in that there is clear evidence
of the presence of extraretinal signals in the activity of most
neurons in the area (Newsome et al. 1988; Ono and Mustari
2006).

The results of the k-means clustering algorithm for MST
neurons are also revealing. The first cluster has the longest
latencies, greatest position sensitivity, and no effect of target
blink. The second cluster shows shorter latencies (although
longer than in the FEFsem), higher eye velocity and image
velocity sensitivity, low eye acceleration sensitivity, and no
effect of target blink. The third cluster has only five constituent
neurons and therefore, limited interpretation is possible. It has
the lowest eye position and velocity sensitivity, highest eye
acceleration sensitivity, and seems to have positive blink
responses.

The first cluster in MST is similar to the third cluster in
FEFsem, and is likely carrying some sort of eye position signal.
The second cluster could potentially be involved in a driving
signal for eye velocity, because it is insensitive to target blinks
and highly correlated with eye velocity. The third cluster is
small but is quite distinct from the other MST neurons in a few
dimensions. The eye acceleration sensitivity is fairly rare for
MST, as are the large blink responses. These cells may be
involved in some kind of anticipation or compensation function
during the target blinks, as was more commonly observed in
the FEFsem.

In addition to the results of the clustering algorithm, we also
compared the distributions of the variables directly. As ex-
pected, the FEFsem has significantly shorter latencies, and
greater eye acceleration sensitivities than MST. Somewhat
unexpectedly, the FEFsem was also found to have greater
position and velocity error sensitivities. This might underlie the
broader distribution of blink responses seen in the FEFsem.

Conclusions. This study describes in detail the behavioral
effects of target blinks throughout pursuit eye movements in
nonhuman primates, corroborating some findings as yet only
reported in humans. The drop in eye velocity in response to
target blinks appears to be consistent throughout pursuit, so
this drop represents a greater deviation from control levels
early on. Additionally, there appears to be a greater system-
wide reliance on extraretinal signals early on, as evinced by the
larger anticipatory eye acceleration.

Additionally, this study goes beyond simply verifying the
presence of extraretinal signals in a given neuronal population
and uses the relative retinal and extraretinal contributions to
assert the likely functions of individual neurons. For the first
time, we have shown evidence of changing contributions of
retinal and extraretinal signals in the FEFsem and, to a lesser
extent, MST, and these results inform our ability to begin to
functionally classify these pursuit neurons.

Further work that functionally characterizes the diverse
projections from the FEFsem will be vital in continuing this
exploration into the likely roles of the FEFsem and identifying
a simple series of tests to characterize individual neurons in the
awake, behaving animal.
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